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Key initiatives undertaken and noteworthy outcomes achieved  

 

The key activity in the College of Liberal Arts in the past year was the ongoing restructuring of the college from a 

departmental organization in six schools.  The main outcome of this process is the successful approval of the 

Category I proposal to establish the School of Public Policy (also completed was Category I proposal for a PhD in 

Public Policy and the creation a School of Public Policy Mini-Grant Competition for faculty research projects).   

Creation of four more Schools and the Department of Psychology’s proposal of a University School of 

Psychological Science also continue and will enter the approval process during the next year.  Another significant 

development was the implementation of Asian Studies Program.  Overall the college saw significant increase (14 

percent) in credit hours taught (over 20,000), despite a steady state faculty (1.9% increase in professorial FTE, .3% 

decline in total faculty FTE.  These figures attest to the dedication and efficiency of CLA faculty regarding 

instruction. 

  

As always, the College of Liberal Arts provided a substantial portion of the intellectual and cultural life which the 

university presented to the broader public.  The Horning Endowment’s sponsored five lectures by major scholars on 

the historical science.  The Hundere Endowment sponsored a visit by bestselling author Melanie Thernstrom for a 

public lecture as well as various engagements with students and faculty.  Spring Creek sponsored a forum on the 

moral responsibility of corporations, a lecture on sustainability and human rights, and a two-day conference, “Song 

for the Blue Ocean: Science, Arts, and Ethics.”  Programs in Creative Writing (the Visiting Writers’ Series, the new 

Literary Northwest Reading series, and the “New Landscape of Literary Publishing”) brought in a record estimated 

2000 audience members from OSU/Corvallis and statewide.  The University Theatre's annual Bard-in-the-Quad 

performances of As You Like It drew more than 2000 patrons over its ten-day August run.  In addition to Music’s 

hundreds of public performances through the year (symphony, Steinway piano series, numerous chorale and 

orchestral performances), Corvallis-OSU Piano International initiated a Summer Jazz program with pianist Billy 

Childs and saxaphonist Steve Wilson. 

 

Among the year’s major achievements, CLA faculty published twenty-three books, including one by the dean and 

two by the new associate dean.  Faculty in the School of Public Policy had 47 refereed publications and brought in 

nearly $7.5 million in external funding.  The School of Writing, Literature, and Film received a $600,000 

endowment to provide a biennial Stone Prize Award (named after donors Patrick and Vicki Stone) for Lifetime 

Literary Achievement to a major American writer.  The Huffington Post’s Seth Abramson rated OSU’s MFA in 

Creative Writing among  “25 underrated creative writing programs” with a rating in fiction alone as “near 25” from 

the very top of all programs.  The OSU’s Forensics Team most successful season in the past five years included a 

sixth-place finish at the International Forensics Association Annual Tournament in Budapest, Hungary.  

 

Student engagement and success 

CLA’s central Advising Office had over 5,000 individual advising appointments and connected with students at 18 

various New Student programs, recruitment events, career decision-making classes, and orientation classes, in 

addition to managing thousands of email questions, Facebook chat questions, and untold numbers of “quick 

questions.”  To better serve students, the office added two positions with Ecampus funding, worked closely with the 

Registrar and all CLA department advisors to implement MyDegrees software, and, beginning this Fall, will pilot 

centralized advising for all first-year students, following the recommendation of the 2010 First Year Advising Task 

Force. 

School of Language, Culture, and Society (Anthropology, Ethnic Studies, Foreign Languages and Literatures, 

Women Studies):  The new Master of Arts in Women Studies was approved by the OUS Provosts’ Council and has 

been sent out for external review; an undergraduate minor in Asian Languages and Cultures was approved; and 

thirteen new courses, across the range of disciplines in the new School, were approved. 
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School of Arts and Communication (Art, Music, New Media Communications, Speech Communication):  

Student members of the OSU Forensics Team took home a record eighty-nine trophies over the course of the year, 

in national and international competitions as well as close to a dozen regional tournaments.  At the International 

Forensics Association Annual Tournament in Budapest, Hungary, OSU team members placed third, fourth, and fifth 

in their events, and the team overall placed sixth.  At the Pi Kappa Delta (PKD) National Tournament in Portland, 

Oregon, three team members received an excellent ranking in their events, and one of the three also received a 

superior ranking in another, as well as receiving the 2011 Brightest Star Award.  In OSU’s first appearance ever at 

the IPDA (International Public Debate Association) National Tournament in Nacogdoches, Texas, an OSU debater 

made it to the semi-finals. 

School of Public Policy (Economics, Political Science, Sociology, MPP):  Graduates of the MPP program 

continued to find employment across a range of agencies (including the Oregon Employment Department, the US 

Department of Agriculture, the office of the Oregon Secretary of State, Resource Assistance for Rural 

Environments, Oregon Department of Finance and Corporate Services, Korean National Assembly, Project Vote 

Smart, and Oregon Bureau of Labor and Industry).  Online undergraduate majors were introduced in all three 

programs, along with several new on-campus courses, and two new options for MPP students.  Dedicated advisors 

for undergraduates in all three on-campus programs and online majors were hired. 

School of Writing, Literature, and Film (English):  English majors and graduate MA/MFA students succeeded in 

graduate applications to advanced programs at Colorado State, University of Davis, OSU, UO, Bolt Law School, 

University of Wisconsin, University of Missouri, and  SUNY/Buffalo.  Former MFA grads continue to be prolific: 

Charity Shumway’s novel Ten Girls to Watch received a book contract from Simon and Schuster; John Larison has 

a second novel, Holding Lies in print; Scott Nadelson is the Hallie Ford Chair of Writing at Willamette University.  

Funds from Bedford St. Martin’s Press supported over a dozen GTA mini-grants of $250 for professional 

development in the teaching of writing and creative writing.  Six English majors participated in “Go Abroad in 

English,” and new experiential learning opportunities (internships, service learning, research) were created for 

undergraduates in publishing and writing (at Oregon Literary Arts, Inc.), medical humanities research, library and 

information science, and service learning.  Peter Betjemann contributed to CLA’s first-year experience courses by 

co-teaching the Literature/History and Civil Rights Movement with Marissa Chappell from History.  

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion:  The History Student Association held its third annual student 

conference.  Marisa Chappell was one of a handful of OSU faculty chosen to represent OSU at the American 

Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) Institute on High Impact Practices this summer.  Kara 

Ritzheimer and Paul Kopperman were selected to join OSU's delegation to facilitate exchanges with Humboldt 

University in Berlin and to investigate student opportunities to study Jewish history at the Leo Baeck Summer 

Institute. 

Psychology:  with 684 majors (and over 760 anticipated for 2011-12), Psychology continues to serve the most 

majors in the college while offering high-demand classes at close to 100% capacity for the rest of the campus.  

Upper-division courses were shifted from 3 to 4 credits, to provide students with a richer classroom experience; 

large (200+) Intro classes for the first time had GTA’s to assist instructors; the department’s seven tenure-track 

faculty involved 67 undergraduate students in research projects (five of the students were co-authors on scholarly 

articles, six on presentations at professional conferences). 

 

Research and its impact 

School of Language, Culture, and Society:  Faculty in the new School wrote, edited, co-edited, or translated nine 

books; published eleven peer-reviewed articles and eleven book chapters; and delivered numerous papers at 

conferences and meetings in the United States and abroad—including Bryan Tilt’s presentation on sustainability in 

China as part of a symposium at the Oxford University China Center.  With an Anthropology PhD student, Melissa 

Cheyney wrote a technical report on birthing practices that led to the passing of Oregon HB 2380 and to the 

implementation of wording changes to the live birth and fetal death certificates in Oregon.  An interview conducted 

by Robert Thompson was featured in the California Museum of African American History in Los Angeles.  David 

McMurray produced two plays on campus, and Joseph Krause co-edited a poetry journal.  Among School faculty 

who received research grants:  Melissa Cheyney received four grants totaling $154,500 from state agencies and 

foundations for projects on midwifery; Bryan Tilt was co-PI on a grant from the US Department of Agriculture 

($12,000); Loren Davis received a Challenge Cost Share Agreement application between the Bureau of Land 

Management and OSU ($22,998.04); Joan Gross received a grant ($26,624) from Meyer Memorial Trust; Leah 
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Minc received a sub-award as part of a National Geographic Society grant; and Nancy Rosenberger received an  

International Research and Exchange (IREX) grant. 

School of Arts and Communication:  Trischa Goodnow and Chris Chapman had books published; Shelley 

Jordon’s two recent animations were exhibited in the U. S. and Europe, and another film was screened on OPB as 

part of the Oregon Lens series;  Nancy Froehlich exhibited at the Western Michigan’s Brown Gallery in Kalamazoo. 

School of Public Policy:  Faculty in the school published two books, 47 refereed publications (34 in Economics, 19 

of them by Rolf Färe), and 14 book chapters;  gave 38 presentations at professional conferences; and brought in 

nearly $7.5 million in external funding (chiefly by Brent Steel, Lori Cramer, Roger Hammer, and Denise Lach).  

Nine faculty members served on editorial boards or as editors of journals or special issues of journals.   

School of Writing, Literature, and Film:  Faculty published five books, including Tracy Daugherty’s biography of 

Joseph Heller with St. Martin’s Press and Keith Scribner’s novel The Oregon Experiment with Alfred A. Knopf; 

more than two dozen research articles and essays, and about the same number of creative works (primarily poems 

and short stories, including Sue Rodger’s story accepted by the prestigious North American Review).  In external 

funding, Richmond Barbour received a Huntington Library Summer Fellowship; Anita Helle received a Harry 

Ransom Humanities Research Center Meyerson Fellowship; Susan Meyers was awarded an NEH Summer 

Scholarships for an NEH Sumer Seminar at UCLA; Rebecca Olson received a Renaissance Society of America 

travel grant for study at the British Library; and Tara Williams received the Morton Bloomfield Fellowship in 

Medieval Studies from Harvard University, where she will be in residence next year during part of her sabbatical.   

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion:  Faculty published or have in press four monographs and edited 

collections, 20 articles and 23 book chapters, and dozens of reviews; and they delivered over 100 presentations at 

conferences and invited lectures.  Faculty received 19 grants from internal and external sources.  Kathleen Dean 

Moore gave over 30 invited talks beyond OSU, papers at six professional meetings,  and eight radio and two 

television interviews; and she sat on six different boards of directors for environmental journals and conservation 

groups.  Moore also received grants totaling $141,496 from the NSF, US Forest Service, and Shotpouch Foundation.  

Jim Blumenthal served as president for the Society for the Study of Indian and Tibetan Philosophy, presented papers 

in India, Thailand, and the United states, and gave three invited lectures at Maitripa and Chemeketa Colleges. 

Philosophy faculty served as editors for three important journals in their discipline:  Philosophy and Theory in 

Biology (Jonathan Kaplan), Hypatia (Sharyn Clough), and Journal for Philosophy in the Contemporary World 

(Joseph Orosco).   

Psychology:  The seven tenure-track faculty had accepted or published 21 articles in peer-reviewed journals and 

gave 34 conference presentations or invited lectures.  John Edwards ($952,487 in collaboration with a faculty 

colleague from Engineering) and David Kerr ($60,000) had continuing grants; new grant submissions included ones 

to NSF by Edwards and Sarina Rodrigues and seven (include three $1.5 million ones to the Department of 

Education) from Teri Lewis.  Frank Benieri, David Kerr, and Patti Watkins all received OSU grants.  Four faculty 

members served on a total of ten editorial boards. 

 

Outreach and engagement 

School of Language, Culture, and Society:  With funding from an L.L. Stewart Scholar Award received by Susan 

Shaw and contributions by Academic Affairs, Outreach and Engagement, and Student Affairs, the School launched 

a service learning initiative that included two lectures and workshops conducted by visiting scholars, and a one-

week seminar conducted by OSU faculty from across campus.  Kurt Peters again led students in a “Learning through 

Listening” field experience with members of the Native American Youth and Family Association.  Jun Xing and 

Loren Chavarria served on the Service Learning Initiative Concept for Engagement (SLICE) Workgroup; Kayla 

Garcia was a judge for a statewide Hispanic literary contest; Angela Palacios served as consultant for the Spanish 

Incentive Program for Corvallis and Albany Police Departments; Patti Sakurai presented “Anti-APA Immigration 

History in the US” for Annual Statewide Convention of the Asian Pacific American Network of Oregon. 

School of Arts and Communication:  Art’s annual Jumpstart program once again connected OSU with K-12 art 

programs throughout the Northwest and created opportunities for high school students to build exceptional art 

portfolios, while indirectly recruiting OSU art students as well.  The Visiting Artists and Scholars Program, begun 

in 2005, continues to involve both the OSU and the Corvallis Community.  It has in effect become a model for other 

Oregon universities to replicate.  Corvallis-OSU Symphony Orchestra brought highly acclaimed trumpeter Chris 

Botti to LaSells Stewart Center for two shows in April that drew a total audience of nearly 2400 people from 
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throughout the region.  Dana Reason created the Beyond the Cracks lecture and performance series with the 

Corvallis Art Center, the first collaboration between Music and the Art Center. OSU Theatre’s 2010 season included 

Coming of Rain, Glengarry Glen Ross, I See God, I See Allah, Fainting Beaver Follies, and the student one-act 

plays written, directed and performed by OSU students. 

School of Public Policy:  On the national level, Brent Steel, a founding member, continued on the Executive Board 

of Project Vote Smart; Lori Cramer participated in the Science, Technology Advisory Council’s workshops 

regarding Marine Reserves; and Michelle Inderbitzen served on the National Research Committee of the Inside-Out 

Prison Exchange Program and provided expertise to the US Census on sampling those living in correctional 

facilities.  Locally, Dwaine Plaze organized and facilitated a two-day workshop for students as part of Racial Aikido 

Weekend; Scott Akins served on the State of Oregon Law Enforcement Contracts Policy Committee; Kristin Barber 

taught a class for the Academy of Lifelong Learning; Mark Edwards initiated and directed the 2012 Food Security 

Summit, was faculty advisor for the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, and prepared data analysis for the Coos 

County Retired and Senior Volunteer Program; Lori Cramer served on the ODFW Social and Economic Research 

Working Group; Roger Hammer served on the Benton County Community Wildfire Protection Planning Advisory 

Committee and the board of directors of the Corvallis Youth Symphony Association, and also coordinated the 

Willamette Valley Junior Honors Symphony; Michelle Inderbitzen, the program creator, continued to facilitate 

Bonding Through Books at the Oregon State Penitentiary; Denise Lach coordinated the social science review for the 

Science Review of the Oregon Department of Forestry’s Species of Concerns Strategy and served on the Oregon 

Energy Advisory Committee.  Students and faculty volunteered at the Community Soup Kitchen. 

School of Writing, Literature, and Film:  In addition to its numerous sponsored readings, the School joined the 

Humanities Center in hosting a sabbatical scholar, Young Soo Kim, Professor of English Language and Culture at 

Hang Sang University, Ansan, South Korea; and hosted a “New Landscape of Literary Publishing” event at the 

Corvallis Library, bringing leading editors of magazines and presses from around the country to OSU.  The medical 

humanities program co-sponsored (with the Hundere Endowment) a visiting lecture by Melanie Thernstrom; the 

new Literary Northwest Series showcased the work of eight Oregon and Washington writers; Peter Betjemann and 

Kerry Ahearn participated in the Environmental Humanities Institute/Spring Creek “Song of the Blue Oceans” 

Symposium; Tracy Daugherty continued as a board member of the Statewide Literary Coalition and Oregon Literary 

Arts. 

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion:  Among the 50 lectures and symposia presented by faculty in 

History and Philosophy,  Joseph Orosco gave seven lectures on campus and the keynote address for the Corvallis 

Peace March sponsored by Veterans for Peace; Nicole Von Germeten and Jonathan Katz continued longstanding 

support of  the Academy for Lifelong Learning; Courtney Campbell and Lani Roberts gave several lectures in 

central Oregon focused on the theme of "friendship," sponsored by the Oregon Council on the Humanities.  Faculty 

penned op-ed pieces in the Oregonian and continued to serve as talking heads for newspaper, radio, and television.  

Sharyn Clough was interviewed twice by NPR and had spots on KMTR and KVAL for her article “Gender and the 

Hygiene Hypothesis”; Joseph Orosco was the featured speaker on NPR's Philosophy Talk for his work on Latin 

American philosophy; Kathleen Moore was featured on KOWS (radio) and the Oregon Humanities Center (TV), 

and Jacob Hamblin was featured on KATU news.  The Public History initiative secured student internships at the 

OSU Archives and Special Collection, Benton County History Society, Albany History museum, Camp Adair 

interpretive center project, Hood River Historical Society, and at the Oregon Encyclopedia.  Jacob Hamlin received 

considerable local and national media attention for his work on radioactive waste in the oceans in the wake of the 

Fukishima incident and conducted a much-visited blog for the History of Science, Technology, and the Natural 

Environment. 

Psychology:  Sarina Rodrigues gave presentations at the Academy of Lifelong Learning, Good Samaritan Hospital, 

and Corvallis Senior Center, and also took the CLA-sponsored ASIST suicide prevention and served on the 

Biotechnology Program Advisory Board.  David Kerr gave training to CAPS and has served on its board. 

 

Community and diversity 

School of Language, Culture, and Society:  The School received two TFDI positions and one Provost’s Initiative 

position, all three focused on the intersections of social justice and difference.  Two women of color accepted these 

positions, and a third is weighing the final offer. The School also hired a woman of color for a one-year visiting 

instructor position in Native American studies.  Four School instructors (Melissa Cheyney, Fina Carpena Mendez, 

Shane McFarland, and Tobin Hansen) participated in the three-week-long DPD seminar that was led by Susan 

Shaw.  WS 380 Muslim Women was approved as a baccalaureate core course.  Loren Chavarria, Juan Antonio 
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Trujillo, and Michael Woods led the sixth Spanish learning community. Guy Wood, Nabil Boudraa, and Sebastian 

Heiduschke organized the International Film Festival, and Wood co-organized Cine-Lit VII. Trujillo organized and 

participated in a public reading of creative work related to LGBT identities with the Latino/a population. 

School of Arts and Communication:  Jumpstart again provided advanced art experiences for students from diverse 

economic backgrounds.  OSU Theater’s I See God, I See Allah brought a play about Islam to Corvallis. 

School of Public Policy:  Besides organizing and facilitating Racial Aikido Weekend, Dwaine Plaza co-organized 

Desegregation of Basketball at OSU, arranged for four students to attend the Race and Pedagogy Conference at 

Pacific University, and with Michelle Inderbizten served on the BEST Advisory Board.  Hua-yu Li was a founder 

and co-chair of the Asian Studies Program; Rorie Solberg chaired the President’s Commission on the Status of 

Women; Brent Steel developed a recruiting strategy for bringing in up to 50 percent of the MPP cohort as “non-

traditional” students; and Mark Edwards, Roger Hammer, and Steel, all co-founders, continued as members of the 

Rural Studies Initiative.  (As noted above, Edwards also initiated and directed the 2012 Food Security Summit.) 

School of Writing, Literature, and Film:  The School received $80,000 through the University Graduate Laurels 

Block Grant program to enhance both the quality and diversity of its MA program; nominated two incoming MA 

students for Oregon Lottery Scholarships; obtained the first ever Graduate Diversity Recruitment Bonus for an 

incoming  MFA student; diversified the online curriculum by developing Ecampus courses in the Literature of 

American Minorities and Literatures of Asia; staffed over 20 sections of WR 121 and post-baccalaureate INTO 

Pathways courses, and led fieldtrips with INTO students to the Oregon coast; and continued to raise funds for 

Linn/Benton Food Share through the annual Magic Barrel Reading Series. 

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion:  Holocaust Memorial Week, guided by Paul Kopperman, marked its 

25th year.  A graduate student in History of Science, Linda Richards, represented the cities of Ashland and Corvallis 

for official commemorations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki; organized a workshop funded by the Tokyo Foundation on 

environmental justice and nuclear fuel including Navajo elders; and received a Doan Fellowship at the Chemical 

Heritage foundation to research her dissertation, “Rocks and Reactors: The Origins of Radiation Exposure Disparity, 

1941-1979.” 

Psychology:  John Edwards was a University Affirmative Action Search Advocate and led a workshop for 

Advocates on cognitive bias; Aurora Sherman served on the DPD Program Board; Sarina Rodrigues participated in 

the Cross-cultural Mentorship Program. 

 

International-level activities and accomplishments 

 

School of Language, Culture, and Society:  FLL continued its study abroad programs in Chile and Costa Rica; 

Patti Duncan served as an advisor for ITVS Media Campaign on Women’s Empowerment; and faculty from the 

School traveled with an OSU group to Humboldt University in Berlin to explore possibilities for student 

participation in a Humboldt/OSU/Georgetown annual seminar and the summer Leo Baeck Institute.   

School of Arts and Communication:  Shelley Jordon’s recent animations Terremoto and Family History were 

included in 2011 exhibitions in Germany (CologneOff Vll, International Video Art Festival) and Greece (Animacall 

Project, Contemporary Art Center of Thessaloniki and “Athens Video Art Festival”).  They were also Official 

Selections for 2011 international film festivals in Sardinia, Milan, Bologna, Rimini, Ravenna, Florence, Perugia, 

Naples Madrid, and Marrickville, Australia.  Rachelle McCabe brought concert pianists from Croatia, China, and 

Canada to OSU for the Steinway Piano Series; she also took a two-term sabbatical in France, where she established 

professional links and collaborated with musicians at the Conservatoire Darius Milhaud in the city of Aix-en-

Provence.  Steve Zielke, Richard Poppino, and Tina Bull (Music) took approximately 270 high school choral and 

instrumental musicians on a concert tour to London, Paris, Crans-Montana (Switzerland), Zeefeld (Austria), Venice, 

and Rothenburg (Germany).  Michael Beachley (Speech Comm, retired) was the guest of the Nepalese Army Chief 

of Staff while conducting workshops on problems solving and preparation for national disaster.  The OSU Wind 

Ensemble’s trip to Japan, under the direction of Chris Chapman, was cancelled due to the 2011 tsunami but was 

rebooked for this year to Kyushu Island.  This will include performances in three cities with Japanese high school 

bands.  Marlan Carlson served as Director and teacher of an NCSA study abroad program in Vienna, his 8
th

 

assignment as a NCSA Program Director.  Carlson also conducted orchestral concerts at SIAS University 

(Xinzhang, Henan, China) with the University Orchestra.  Nancy Froehlich taught traditional artisans in rural 

Western India (Vandh, Gujarat) for an NGO, Kala Raksha.  Froehlich’s Type/Life was exhibited at a juried 

collaborative show in Belgrade Serbia.  Yuji Hiratsuka was featured in the 16th Space International Print Biennale, 
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OCI Museum of Art, in Seoul, Korea.  Kirsi Peltomäki continued as a member of the editorial board of Framework: 

The Finnish Art Review.  

School of Public Policy:  Six MPP students attended symposia in Madrid and Berlin; Denise Lach and Brent Steel 

coordinated a field school in Oregon for students and faculty from over 20 countries; Amy Bellow served as a 

delegation member for the American-Israeli Friendship League and worked on creating a new Global South Caucus 

for the International Studies Association; Rolf Färe was a visiting scholar at the University of Auckland, New 

Zealand, and a visiting researcher at UMEA, in Sweden.   

School of Writing, Literature, and Film:  David Robinson presented papers Macerata, Italy, and Exeter, UK; 

Rebecca Olson presented in Montreal; Anita Helle in Vancouver, B.C.; Vicki Tolar Burton in Bologna, Italy; 

Richmond Barbour in Dublin, Ireland; Lisa Ede in Birmingham, UK.  The Critical Questions Lecture Series brought 

Melissa Bayles (University of British Columbia), and Holly Crocker for lectures and colloquia with OSU graduate 

and undergraduate students.   

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion:  Faculty made presentations and did research in South America, 

Europe, Asia, and Africa. 

 

Other appropriate initiatives 

 

School of Language, Culture, and Society:  The SLCS began a program of small grants to support research and 

teaching. The School awarded eight Summer Research Write-up Grants that support faculty in completing article or 

chapter manuscripts for submission. Ten teaching enhancement grants were awarded to fixed-term instructors, and 

one team-teaching grants were awarded to two faculty members to develop and offer an interdisciplinary, team-

taught course for the School. 

School of Arts and Communication:  Music, led by Dana Reason, expanded its Ecampus courses and developed a 

Popular Music Minor, which has been hugely successful.  

School of Public Policy:  Sarah Henderson served as faculty coordinator for the OSU team in the regional 

competition of the Model UN Program; Rorie Solberg served as faculty director of the Pre-law Program. 

School of Writing, Literature, and Film:  The School received a $100,000 Technology Award for updating 

instructional technology in Moreland Hall. In other cost benefits, Moreland Hall will have an investment of $24,435 

from the OSU Sustainability office for energy efficient upgrades—future savings in lights alone are projected at 

$23,000 over seven years.  Between February and June the School increased Ecampus courses by 50 percent over 

2009-10.  The Rhetoric/Writing Program is collaborating with the Professional Science Master’s Program to build 

scientific/technical/professional writing online and launched the first online Science Writing course this year (ENG 

362), a new WR II bacc core course.  With the College of Engineering, the School developed a plan to deliver 

writing II for Engineering students in a communications cluster pilot program for 2011-12 (coordinated by Susan 

Meyers and Tracy Ann Robinson, with instructor Vickie DeTal. 

Psychology:  For its part in the university reorganization, the Psychology Department proposed the University 

School of Psychological Science, with an organization focus on Applied Cognition and Neuroscience.  Psychology 

collaborated with Animal Sciences, Vet Med, Philosophy, and others in an initiative on human-animal interaction; 

was involved in the new STEM center (with Teri Lewis on the steering committee); and maintained active research 

collaborations with many units on campus, including NERHP, Gerontology, HDFS, Philosophy, Women Studies, 

COAS, Public Policy, and others. 

 

Brief assessment of unit’s efforts in areas in areas worked; areas that need improvement; major barriers. 

 

[Larry’s assessment]  Here is what units offered: 

 

Psychology: undergrad teaching and advising, research productivity, grant applications, and undergraduate research 

as positives; meeting student demand, expanding Ecampus, and space as needed improvements, along with some 

business center problems and low status in capital campaign.  Barriers include rules on carryover funds, lack of 

infrastructure to help faculty with grants, and the change in the Ecampus pay structure. 
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SLCS:  emphasized the challenge of creating a single School from four separate units, but made much progress in 

developing a shared vision and initiatives.  Major barrier is the diffusion of the four units in four separate buildings, 

making community-building difficult.  Success:  cross-listing of courses encouraged students to take classes across 

the School and improved enrollments in some typically low-enrolled courses.  By a process of trial-and-error a 

system of governance within the School was worked out. 

 

Public Policy:  success in shifting to professional advisors for undergraduate majors, expanding tutoring for 

undergraduate students in Economics, and recruiting a strong cohort for the MPP program.  Needed:  re-examination 

of the curriculum, due to shrinking number of Political Science, and more attention to scheduling across the 

programs in the new School to assure that students have access to their desired courses.  Faculty research 

productivity is generally high, and several faculty attended grant-writing workshops this year, but more faculty 

across the School need to actively pursue external funding.  While faculty in two of the School’s three programs are 

actively engaged in outreach and engagement, faculty in the third program limit their service to professional 

activities.  The major achievement of the School was the approval of the Cat I proposal to become a School; in 

addition, development of Ecampus programs has been very successful.  Space needs remain a serious problem. 

 

Arts and Communication:   made two hires for building collaborative relationships among the School’s five areas.  

The liaison system and administrative structures are still in progress; the services and supplies budget is inadequate. 

 

Brief summary of major faculty and student awards   

 

School of Language, Culture, and Society:  Nabil Boudraa and Bryan Tilt received Fulbright Fellowships for 

2011-2012; Fina Carpena Mendez and Sebastian Heiduschke had fellowships at the Center for the Humanities 

during 2010-2011; Boudraa and Joseph Krause received a grant from International Programs Faculty Grants and 

Awards to hold an NEH Summer Institute in Morocco; Patti Duncan received two honors for her film, Finding Face 

(DisOrient Asian Pacific American Film Festival, Winner, Award for Courage; and  Los Angeles Asian Pacific Film 

Festival, Winner, Jury Award for Human Rights).  OSU or CLA awards went to Shiao-ling Yu, Ana Warren, Jun 

Xing, Juan Antonio Trujillo, Elaine Hayashi, and Loren Chavarria (L. L. Stewart Faculty Development grants); 

Sebastian Heiduschke (Valley Library Travel Grant); Boudraa and Janet Lee (Faculty Release Time grants from the 

Research Office); and Heiduschke and Nancy Rosenberger (Horning Endowment grants).  School awards went to 

Bryan Tilt (SLCS Research, Scholarship, and Creativity Award), Tobin Hansen (SLCS Teaching Award), Karen 

Mills, (SLCS Service Award), Elaine Hayashi (SLCS Ecampus Award), and Patti Duncan (SLCS Diversity and 

Social Justice Award).  Among students, Brendan Galipeau, a Master's student in Anthropology with a minor in 

Water Conflict Management and Transformation, was awarded a SYLFF fellowship from the Oregon University 

System; and Eder Mondragon, an FLL student, and Alea Payne, a Women Studies major, were given CLA 

Outstanding Senior Awards. 

School of Arts and Communication:  The commercial recording of the OSU Wind Ensemble (The Five Changes), 

under the direction of Chris Chapman, was placed on the Grammy consideration list for Classical Recording of the 

Year, 2011.  Chapman was appointed President of the Northwest Division of the College Band Directors National 

Association, and Tina Bull was appointed President of the Oregon Music Education Association..  Marlan Carlson 

was named Honorary Professor of Music by the President of SIAS University in Xinzhang, Henan, China, with an 

open invitation to return at any time to join their music faculty.  Yuji Hiratsuka received the Excellence Prize 

(second place) at the 16th Space International Print Biennale in Seoul, Korea.  Stephen Hayes received a $25,000 

Hallie Ford Individual artist fellowship, one of only three granted each year.  Students on the OSU Forensics Team 

won numerous awards.  At the International Forensics Association Annual Tournament, Loni Hartman placed third 

in open impromptu speaking, Dalicia Fennell placed fourth in open impromptu speaking and fifth in Cold War 

declamation.  At the Pi Kappa Delta National Tournament in Portland, Kyle Bidwell received an excellent ranking 

in open program oral interpretation; Fennell, an excellent ranking in open impromptu speaking; and Hartman, a 

superior ranking in open impromptu speaking and an excellent ranking in IPDA debate, as well as the organization’s 

2011 Brightest Star Award for her contributions to the team and to forensics over the course of her college career.  

At the International Public Debate Association National Tournament in Nacogdoches, Texas, Kyle Bidwell reached 

the semi-finals in competition against the best debaters in the organization. 

  

School of Writing, Literature, and Film:  Among books by OSU creative writing faculty to receive notice in the 

New York Times this year were Marjorie Sandor’s memoir, The Late Interiors: A Life Under Construction, and 
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Tracy Daugherty’s biography of novelist Joseph Heller, Just One Catch.  Excerpts from Daugherty’s biography also 

appeared in the August 2011 Vanity Fair and was reviewed in US Today, Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, 

Miami Herald, and other national publications.  Karen Holmberg was awarded the Ciardi Prize for her second book 

of poetry, to be published next fall by the University of Missouri Press.  Instructor Wayne Harrison’s short story 

collection, Wrench, received a $12,000 Michener/Copernicus Award.  Visiting poet Jennifer Richter’s first 

collection of poems, Threshold, was nominated for an Oregon Book Award.  David Robinson was elected Fellow of 

the Massachusetts Historical Society.  Tara Williams’s Inventing Womanhood: Gender and Language in Later 

Medieval Writing was nominated by the Council of Graduate Schools for the Gustav Arlt Award (the winner not yet 

announced); and Williams received “Honorable Mention” from the Society of Medieval Studies for the Best Article 

of Feminist Scholarship. Among students, Alex McElroy, Matt Bradley, and Dalicia Fennell were Outstanding 

Seniors, and McElroy also won the Provost’s Literary Prize; Liz Delf’s MA thesis was nominated for the OSU 

Graduate School Thesis Prize.  Williams received a Horning Endowment Research Fellowship; Anita Helle, Keith 

Scribner, and Susan Meyers held Center for the Humanities Fellowships; Meyers was awarded a CLA Research 

Grant for 2011-12; Rebecca Olson and Meyers received Library Research Travel Grants. 

School of History, Philosophy, and Religion:  Lisa Sarasohn received OSU’s Richard M. Bressler Senior Faculty 

Teaching Award; Gary Ferngren and Kathleen Moore received designation of Eminent Professor by the University 

Honors College; Jacob Hamblin received OSU's Bill and Caroline Wilkins Faculty Development award and a CLA 

Research Award.   

Psychology:  Frank Bernieri and Patti Watkins received L.L. Stewart awards.  Student awards included Megan Eng, 

Karina Escalanate, and Niki Cranston for Outstanding Seniors; Casey Bergeron for the Waldo Cummings 

Outstanding Student Award and “best CLA presentation” at Celebrating Undergraduate Research; Cranston, 

Angelica Falkenstein, and Elissa Boudreau-Barbee for Psychology Scholar awards; Pamela Lundeberg for the 

Culture of Writing award; Michael Brydone-Jack for a University Honors College Promise Finishing Scholarship; 

Bergeron, Geoffrey Bloom, Katy Krieger, Stephanie Fisher, Matthew Austin, Holly Schnee, Talia Ramos, Geoff 

Bloom, and Birken Noesen, for URISC awards. 

 

Results and Outcomes 

Performance on college-level metrics 

Goal 1. Provide Outstanding Academic Programs 

 Awards from grants and contracts, and other sources:  data to come 

 Invention disclosures:  0 

 Percentage of US minority students of total enrollment:  17.4  

Goal 2. Improve Teaching and Learning Environment 

 First-year retention rate:  data to come 

 Six-year graduation rate:  data to come 

 Undergraduate degrees awarded:  767 

 Graduate degrees awarded:  42 

 Percentage of seniors participating in student engagement activities:  data to come 

 Student/faculty FTE ratio (primary majors/course):  14.1/24.1 

Goal 3. Increase Revenues 

 Awards from grants and contracts:  data to come 

 Private giving revenue:  data to come 


